Oregon
Department of
ENERGY
Drafting the 2020
Biennial Energy Report

Overview: Oregon Department of Energy
• Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE) is Oregon’s dedicated
state energy agency created in 1975
• ODOE employs about 80 full-time staff in four core divisions:
• Nuclear Safety & Emergency Preparedness
• Energy Planning & Innovation
• Energy Facility Siting
• Energy Development Services
• Update! ODOE currently in development of 2020-2025
strategic plan.
• Vision: A safe, equitable, clean, and sustainable future
• Mission: ODOE helps Oregonians make informed energy decisions and maintain a resilient and affordable
energy system. We advance solutions to shape an equitable clean energy transition, protect the
environment and public health, and responsibly balance energy needs and impacts for current and
future generations.
• Values, Position, & More info: https://www.oregon.gov/energy/About-Us/Pages/Mission-Values.aspx
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Biennial Energy Report (“BER”)
• Statutory Reference + Background

• ORS 469.059 (2017) requires ODOE to develop a BER to inform local, state, regional, and federal energy policy
development and energy planning and investments.
• In 2018, the inaugural BER provided foundational energy data, existing policy landscape, and identified options for
continued progress toward meeting energy goals.

• Topics Required in ORS 469.059
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumption, generation, transmission and production of energy, including fuel energy,
Energy costs
Energy sectors, markets, technologies, resources and facilities
Energy efficiency and conservation
The effects of energy use, including effects related to greenhouse gases
Local, state, regional and federal regulations, policies and planning activities
Emerging opportunities, challenges, and impacts

• ORS 469.059 states BER may include Recommendations for:

• Development and maximum use of cost-effective conservation methods and renewable resources, consistent with
the energy policies stated in ORS 469.010/469.310, and the Northwest Power and Conservation Council
• Proposed research, development and demonstration projects and programs necessary to further the energy
policies stated in ORS 469.010 and 469.310.
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2018 Biennial Energy
Report (BER)
Highlights
https://energyinfo.oregon.gov/ber
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Chapter 1: Energy by the Numbers
• Data and information on
Oregon’s energy resources
and consumption
• Details on energy production
and generation
• Trends and information on
end-use sectors
• Understanding your energy
bill, state expenditures
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Chapter 2: Climate Change
• Overview of current
literature and strategies for
deep decarbonization
• Considerations in policy
design
• Overview of greenhouse gas
emissions mitigation options
• Opportunities across
Oregon’s energy sectors
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Chapter 3: Renewable Energy
• Understanding the growth of
renewable energy capacity in
Oregon
• Review of policies, growing
demand, and reductions in
cost
• Challenges and opportunities
as Oregon integrates more
variable renewable electricity
onto the grid
• Case study on solar energy
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Chapter 4: Transportation
• Focus on fuels used and
emissions from vehicles, which
represent the bulk of Oregon’s
transportation-related fuel costs
and sector emissions
• Overview of national and state
trends, policies, and strategies
to address Oregon’s GHG
reduction goals
• Discusses the adoption of
electric vehicles in Oregon
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Chapter 5: Resiliency
• Discusses how Oregon is
working to prepare for extreme
or disruptive events – including
activities to improve the
resilience of the energy sector
• Considers what more
can be done, with focus on
community energy resilience
• Includes how energy resilience
factors into climate change
discussions
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Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency
• Discusses energy efficiency as a
cornerstone of Oregon energy
policy
• Explains policies that promote
energy efficiency, efficiency
through programs and incentives,
how Oregon is performing
• Looks at what actions Oregon can
take to achieve further energy
efficiency
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Chapter 7: Protecting Consumers
• Explores energy burden,
consumer protection, and
equity
• Discusses the effects of and
uncertainties from a rapidly
changing energy sector
• Notes increasing interest and
need for securing more
equitable outcomes for all
Oregonians
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Chapter 8: Recommendations
• Data Gaps

• Increase collaboration, add state-specific data, build capacity and new relationships

• Addressing Equity and Energy Burden

• Improve data, improve policy design, increase engagement

• Planning for the Future

• Evaluate cost-effectiveness, regional energy systems, community preparedness;
encourage local efforts, improve collaboration

• Assessing the Need for State Engagement and Investment

• Support local activities, address market failures and valuation of benefits
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2020 Biennial Energy
Report (BER)
Drafting Update
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Developing the 2020 BER
• Address required topics through a data-driven process, equity considerations, and assessment of
the policy landscape.
• Prioritize relevant and timely energy questions related to required topics.
• Project Timeline
• January – April 2020: Public Survey, Initial Input and Scoping, and Data Collection

• May – July 2020: ODOE Analysis, Drafting Sections of BER, and Ongoing External
Engagement
• August – September 2020: Peer Review from State & Federal agencies and External
Stakeholder Feedback
• August – September 2020: Final reviews and revisions
• October – November 1, 2020: Formatting and Publication
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Scoping & Input Process
• Objective: Assessment of the data and policy landscape to identify and
prioritize relevant and timely energy topics and questions to be included
in the BER.
• +100 people ranging from members of the public to NGOs to
energy industry experts
• Survey, website comment portal, 1:1 scoping discussions
• Themes and examples of what we heard:
• Greater access to clean energy resources for diverse communities
across Oregon
• Maintaining reliable and low-cost energy systems while the state
gets closer to 100% clean energy
• Status of new and emerging energy technologies in Oregon
• Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
• Key historical energy decisions in Oregon
• Developing new energy resources while protecting natural and
cultural resources
• Cost and affordability of energy
• Energy options available to different types of energy consumers
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2020 BER Framework
• Energy By the Numbers – Quick-reference with energy facts and
infographics; concise explanations about energy resources, energy sectors,
and electricity, direct fuel, and transportation use in Oregon.
• Energy Resources and Technologies – Profile of various energy resources
and technologies, including information about facilities, resource potential,
capacity, and potential in Oregon (example shown here).
• Energy 101/Key Questions – Concise explanations on how the energy
system in Oregon works and information on commonly asked and currentlyrelevant energy questions
• Policy Briefings – Information and considerations on key energy questions
and ongoing discussions that have been or are likely to be discussed over
the next two years in Oregon.
• History and Policy Landscape – Summary of relevant energy history and
milestones in Oregon, foundation for ongoing policy discussions and
educate those new to energy policy in Oregon.

Example of Solar Energy Resource &
Technology Section in 2018 BER
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Data Collection & Drafting
Energy By the Numbers
Format: Visualizations and data focused
• Electricity, Direct Fuels, and Transportation
• What we use and how much, uses, trends
• Statewide energy consumption and expenditures
• Energy burden and insecurity
• Locations of energy facilities – new resource dashboard
• Energy sectors (Residential, Commercial, Industrial/Ag)
• GHG emissions related to energy use by sector
• Energy efficiency spending and savings
Energy Resources and Technologies
Format: Quick facts banner, Resource in Oregon, Resource Potential, Non-Energy Implications
• Hydropower, natural gas, wind, coal, solar, biomass, biogas and renewable natural gas, geothermal,
storage, marine, CHP
• Distributed Energy Resources, Demand Response, Microgrids, EV charging
• Efficiency technologies: heat pumps, smart thermostats, triple pane windows
• Transportation Fuels: Electricity, hydrogen, RNG, gas/diesel (standard and renew)
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Data Collection & Drafting
Energy 101/Key Questions
Format: Background, What does this mean for OR?, and Now What?
• How the energy system and markets work
• Grid-interactive Efficient Buildings and Net Zero Buildings
• Impacts of COVID19 on energy sector and consumers
• Codes and standards, contribution to GHG goals
• DERs at scale for climate and resiliency goals
• Efficiencies and GHG reductions in Agriculture
• Alternative fuels for medium/heavy duty vehicles
• Advances in medium/heavy duty vehicles
• How utilities are managing EVs and system change
Policy Briefings
• Climate vulnerability assessment
• Resource adequacy
• Distribution system planning
• Utility scale energy storage
• 100% clean policies and standards
• Improving access to renewable energy
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Data Collection & Drafting
History & Policy Landscape
• Oregon’s natural resources and legacy of
hydropower
• Getting energy to people: Electrification of the
west, utility structures, markets
• Energy crisis and emergence of EE
• Environmental Protection: Natural resources,
nuclear, air pollution and GHGs
• Energy milestones and timeline – interactive
functions
Other Resources
• Recommendations
• Website and data explorer
• Summary of data sources, new reports
• BER Lite and other presentation materials
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Data Sources for 2020 BER
Input and Scoping Guidance Handout has examples of data sources that were used or referenced in
the 2018 BER: State agencies • Regional governmental entities • Federal agencies • Utilities • National
Labs
• ACEEE
• EPA
• US Census
• IOU, COU, ESS
• Energy association reports
• IEA and EIA
• NREL, PNNL, Sandia
• NEEA
• NWPCC
• DAS, OHCS, DEQ, ODOT, PUC
Are you aware of improved, different, or additional sources of data that ODOE should consider for the
2020 BER to help inform topics for the BER?
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Next Steps
• Ongoing invitation for additional input
through the online comment form
• Sign up for email updates
Focus Areas
• Data Collection & Analysis
• Peer Review
• Avenues for additional external
engagement and outreach for
presentations and sharing with new
audiences

Online comment form

BER Homepage
https://www.oregon.gov/energy/Data-and-Reports/Pages/Biennial-Energy-Report.aspx
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